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Which forms of planning pre app advice do you provide?
Surgery/Advice Centres

Yes

Paid pre app advice serv

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Planning front desk/callers to the office

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Informal advice via telephone
Informal advice via email

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Not for proposals only for
procedures
As above

Yes
Yes

Paid pre app site visits
We provide a full written pre-app

Informal advice by letter. All advice
given on the phone is subject to the
caveat that advice should be sought

Free written prelim service.

in writing supported by sketch plans

Office and site meetings

service for the whole Council area.

Pre app advice can be sought through links

We charge £75 for a site visit which

Additionally, we're trialling a service

on our website, via email direct to an officer

agents tend to use for pre-app

with initial site meetings for part of

or by letter in the post. All enquiries are

advice purposes. We also chage £25
for advice on the need for planning

and we would then reply in writing

permission.

(either by letter or email).
2.

Surgery/Advice Centres

40%

Paid pre app advice serv
Informal advice via telephone

the Council's area. For maj

booked in and registered on our mapping

proposals, once initial contact has

system. Responses can be given in writing,

been established and general

by email or in person at a meeting or site

principles agreed, informal contact

visit.

occurs as schemes are developed.

What is the estimated % proportions of each means of advice delivery?

10%

5%

Informal advice via email

20%

30%

Planning front desk

70%

5%

Other

60%

10%
30%

10%
5%

30%

15%

20%

30%

30%

25%

50%

30%

20%
20%

50%
40%
60%

5%
Not possible to put a % to these.

20%

10%

50%
This relates to numbers not time
spent

Fortnightly at our One Stop Shops
in the major towns. Appointments
3.

Please give details of planning advice centres/surgeries

We do not undertake them.

N/A

N/A

We don't have surgeries. We deal

only - 30 min slots, surgery held

with cases as they are submitted.

over 3 hours. Predominantly these
deal with householder and minor
developments.

We hold a planning surgery every

Householder advice surgery held

other Monday between 10am-

weekly. Slots now have to be

3:30pm at half hourly intervals.

booked in advance because of its

They are all held at HQ and on

popularity. Slots are set at 15 mins,

appointment only.

but overruns occur.

N/A

We have a general line number that
bounces between 8 admin &
support officers who try to field as
We have a duty officer system
We have a duty planning officer who
4.

How do you deal with ad hoc enquiries?

whereby all development

is available by telephone or at our

management and enforcement

reception desk Mon-Fri 9am to 5pm.

officers are on a rota on the basis of
half day periods.

We deal with telephone & email

many enquiries as possible and also

enquiries on an area team basis &
we have a duty officer available to
deal with personal visits to the dept

An officer for each area team is always

Duty officer.

between 10:30am-3:00pm on a rota

We try to encourage enquiries to be

Dedicated daily duty officer - mainly

made formally through our pre app

dealing with phone calls and to a

service and they pay £36.00 per half

lesser degree with the occasional

hour.

visitor to the office.

basis.

signpost people to various sources of
information. If they are unable to
help, they make an appointment for
that person to attend a planning

available for unplanned visits to our
Relevant area case officer & lead pre-

reception area. While details of the enquiry

app officer with Team Leaders co-

are taken the officer does not give an instant

ordinating.

response due to the need to book in the
enquiry and check constraints and planning

surgery. Failing that, they will try to

histories for the development site.

make alternative arrangements for
that person to see a planning officer
at a mutually convenient time.
We do not currently have a charged
5.

If 'charged for' pre advice provided how does this operate?

N/A - we will charge in the future
and have political support to do so.

N/A

Current charges attached separately.

N/A

Usually a charge of £36.00 is paid

We do not at present, but are

and this is supposed to cover half an

strongly considering a Cabinet

hour's work.

report to introduce this.

for pre app advice service.
However, we do charge £70 for a

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

site visit and occasionally some
agents use this for pre app advice.

6.

How long have you been providing the paid pre-app advice service?

7.

Have the fees been reviewed in that period?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Since 1st April 2013.
Plans to review the whole procedure
in October 2013.

N/A
N/A

8.

What has been the general response to the charging regime? Do
applicants/agents value the service?

N/A

responses varied from officer to

N/A
N/A

N/A

officer which is why we are now

take longer than others and there
has been some slippage in providing

for approx 7 years.
No

of the service but those who do use
N/A

it appreciate the advice they receive.

N/A

N/A

We tend to have one or two agents

the advice which has led to some

working on a standard pro forma.

We have been charging for site visits

There hasn't been much of a take up

response. However, some officers

- apart from the fact that the
N/A

Approx 3 years
Yes but a nominal increase.
It is valued if they get a quick

Not received much feedback to date

who use it regularly.

complaints.

It has not been measured formally.
It is generally regarded as a good
thing and WG supports it.
9.

Do you consider that the planning pre app advice service you provide has
had an impact on the % of successful/refused applications?

N/A

Intuitively, it must mean that more

Too early for this Authority to be

Yes - it helps us sustain a strong record of

satisfactory applications are

able to analyse.

approvals.

submitted both in terms of content
and ultimately their acceptability

It is difficult to place a percentage or

Yes - we approve a higher

figure on it but I would hope that

proportion of applications than the

Since implementing a comprehensive pre

We are considering a charging

app service we have found that the number

scheme and I should imagine that

the number of badly thought our

Welsh average, although this may

would have a bigger impact on the

applications being submitted has

also be due to the degree we are

applications than the service that we

reduced.

prepared to negotiate.

currently provide.

Yes

of refusals has decreased together with the
number of invalid applications. If they are
invalid now it tends to be for a minor
reason, which are usually quickly resolved.

from a planning point of view.

When a pre application enquiry is received
it is booked into the system, plotted & given
a ref number. A search of the dept's

We have no formal means of doing

database is carried out to identify all

so. All advice should comply with

relevant constraints & planning history. The

national and local policy and

We currently use templates for

guidance and since our teams

Discussion with senior officer before

occupy the same room there is a lot
10. How do you ensure consistency of response from the pre application
planning service?

Each written response reviewed by

of discussion between officers and

Standard proforma to be completed

Team Leader.

with managers which tends to

and used by all officers.

ensure a measure of consistency.
That said, if we were to introduce a
paid pre application advice service
we would have to introduce more
formal procedures.

We don't - and this is a known area of weakness
that we are looking at this year as we review the
prelim service.

Most pre app letters are signed off
by the Development Manager

standard responses. The officer tend

issuing a response, where more

to use a 'planning application

junior staff are involved and who

required' or 'not required' template

may need help to interpret policy

and then edit the template to

etc.

provide a bit more general advice
specifc to that particular enquiry.

enquiry is then discussed in the relevant
Sign off by Team Leaders, with
discussion of controversial propsals
at the weekly Team Leader & DC
meeting.

Area Team's daily meeting, where an initial
assessment is carried out before being
allocated to an officer who will carry out a
site visit if necessary (about 70% of enquiries
require a visit). The case officer can then
bring the case back to the next meeting if
there are any issues. If not they respond
directly to the developer. Normally on
large scale development projects a round
table meeting is arranged with developers
and consultees.

